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L OCAL I NSIGHTS
CUSTOMER NEWSLETTER

Welcome to the Fall edition of Local Insights. This edition is packed full of interesting articles that could have a positive
effect on your farming operation, location
updates, new employees and stories involving CHS promoting agriculture both at
the local and national level.
There are several success stories to share
with you this quarter. Our partnership with CHS global grain marketing to acquire the exclusive use of the South Port barge loading
facility in St. Louis is getting off to a great start. We have already
put through more than 8.5 million bushels of grain in our first year
of operation. We are excited about the opportunities that have
opened up to us as a result of having our own location on the river. As we learn to partner with the CHS export facility in New Orleans, we feel that we are in the process of transitioning from just
another broker on the river to becoming an exporter of your
grains to the world’s table. Many of our customers are starting to
realize the value that we bring to the grain marketing table as the
number of bushels that we purchased from area farmers increased by 7 million bushels over last year. Thanks to the large
harvest, September numbers are up as well.

is to provide a safe and fun-filled environment for families to enjoy themselves and for us to show you our appreciation for the
trust that you place in us every year. Speaking of appreciation, I
want to thank Dow DuPont, Bayer CropSciences, Monsanto, BASF,
Valent and Winfield United for their generous sponsorship of this
event. If you were unable to attend this year, please mark on the
calendar August 17, 2019 and plan to come to our next CHS Family
Fun Day.
I would suggest that you contact our agronomy and grain teams
for marketing your crop this year and for planning next year’s
crop. Fertilizer prices have been strong with a lot of demand in the
world market keeping prices at their current strength. Tariffs’ on
soybeans do not seem to be going anywhere any time soon which
will have a long lasting effect on the bean market. Corn demand
has been good as Lowder has sold 6 trains this fall for export to
Mexico. Let our people help you through these turbulent times.
I am proud to report that your cooperative earned a profit this
past fiscal year. While final numbers have yet to be released from
the accountants, we will share them with you at our annual business meeting. Thank you for your support of CHS.

Finally from a safety standpoint, please be aware of distracted
drivers. This past year, CHS vehicles were involved in three sepaOur energy department is offering a new propane contract that
rate accidents in which the other driver was at fault through disallows you to lock in a maximum price for the winter heating seatracted driving. It is becoming a real problem on our road ways.
son while giving you the flexibility to buy it at a cheaper price if
Remember to pull over to tap out or read a text, and be aware of
the market goes down. Please call the Greenfield office for details.
other drivers that may be operating a vehicle while distracted.
Thanks to all of you that attended our CHS Family Fun Day that
God Bless,
was held in August. Over 600 customers and employees joined us
Randy
for a day of fun, good food and good music. Once again, I did my
part to help raise money for local 4-H clubs by taking my turn in
the dunk tank. I think that I had more fun watching the kids get a
kick out of watching me go in the water. Having my own squirt
gun added to the fun as well. The purpose of CHS Family Fun Day

Lunch in the Grain Line Highlights

Thank
You!
The Early Bird Maximizes Soybeans
Contact Dwayne

By: CHS Seed Manager, Dwayne Milner
Fungicide is paying off big in corn fields. Because we experienced
a warm and humid May and June disease spread quickly. Presence
of gray leaf spot as been a major concern. We are seeing anywhere from a 10-30 bushel advantage on corn treated at tassel
for fields that have been planted
corn after soybean and a 10-40
bushel advantage on corn after
corn fields. We are seeing a large
yield range this fall. There is more
variety in yields across our territory than I can remember ever before. There is a big swing of rain
accumulation through the middle
of June and early July, while the
corn was pollinating and started grain fill. There are some areas
where the drier weather and one of the hottest Junes on record
really shrunk up the crop before we started receiving more mois2

ture in late July and
cooling off in August.

(618) 535-4169
Dwayne.Milner@chsinc.com

The early planted soybean yields have
been really impressive this year. We
have been soybeans that were planted
in April consistently out yield the May
soybeans. Planting soybeans early allows
them to maximize the length of growing
days before they go into reproduction
stage and increase nodes were the soybeans set pods. By planting soybeans
early we can get a jump on weeds that
normally prefer warmer soil temps to
germinate. The use of fully loaded seed
treatments like Warden CX and ILevo
have also added yield while maximizing a stand and protecting us
against SDS and other soil borne diseases. Have a safe harvest.
We look forward to seeing you succeed this fall!

Location Updates
Pocahontas Location

We are ready to meet all of your fall needs. Harvest is winding down
and it’s a great time to apply fall fertilizer and lime. Your CHS Agronomy Specialists want to work with you to form a fall plan for your operation. We can customize a program to fit your needs. It’s also a great
time to do some fall spraying. This will help your fields remain clean
until spring. Yields have been very good across our whole area. Please
give us a call with any needs or questions, we are here to help.
- Location Manager, Ryan Grotefendt

Lowder Location
Because of the large amount of beans in the country we have two pits designated solely for beans and two for corn as well. This will increase truck
flow through our facility. We plan to dump the majority of those beans in
our rail pit.
To help keep semis tires from damage when driving over the tracks we are
in the process of replacing the asphalt in that area. We’ve installed new
signage around the facility to make it easier to navigate. Also, there are
new signs at the pits distinguishing if it is a corn or bean pit. With such a
big harvest our bins are filling up fast. Our million bushel ground pile is full
and we have begun on a second pile. Stay safe!
- Location Manager, Shane Hopper

As a farmer, you face a multitude of
hard-to-control challenges. One
thing you can control is what you
put in your equipment.
Cenex® lubricants stand the test of
time with more than 75 years of
proven off-road performance. They
keep your engines and hydraulics
running smoothly and provide superior protection for overworked loadbearing equipment.
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Forward Thinking with CHS Credit
By: CHS Credit Manager, Derek Kahl
It’s time to start thinking about the 2019 crop year. History
shows that producers who take advantage of fall applied fertilizers at prepay prices take advantage of a lower price than if
they wait until the spring. Your CHS Credit Department is here
to help you finance fall prepays while your 2017 crop year revenue has not been collected.

Contact Derek
(618) 729-9009
myself at (618) 729-9009 or CHS
Credit Specialist Bryanne Heitzig
Derek.Kahl@chsinc.com
at (217) 942-6991 to set up a
meeting at one of our locations or on your farm.

We would like to review the terms of your account with CHS.
All CHS accounts are mailed a detailed monthly statement at
Once again this year CHS will be offering financing through both the beginning of the month for the previous month’s purchasCHS Capital, LLC and The Cooperative Finance Association. All
es. These balances are due and payable in full at the end of the
at competitive interest rates that can be used to cover all prod- month your statement is produced. If your balance is not paid
ucts and/or services that you purchase from CHS.
in full by the statement due date, your account is assessed a
monthly finance charge. Once an account reaches 60 days past
CHS will offer financing through CHS Capital-Autumn Rewards,
due, the account is moved to a cash only basis. Cash only basis
John Deere Financial (Farm Plan), Pioneer Hi-Bred International
means that you must pay for any products and/or services beand Rabo Agri Finance on qualifying products from different
fore they can be delivered or performed. Once placed on a cash
business partners. Many of these financing offers from our
only basis, customers must request in writing to have their acbusiness partners are offered at a 0.00% interest rate to procount reviewed and considered to be removed from cash only
ducers.
basis and allowed to once again have the privilege of an open
If you are interested in learning more about how the CHS fiaccount. An open account privilege isn’t automatically reinstatnancing team can help you increase your profitability, contact
ed once a cash only account is paid current.

More Than a Hill of Beans this Fall
By: CHS Grain Manager, Andrew Paluska

Forward Thinking with
CHS Credit
Contact Andrew

(217) 435-9023
cally low levels. No
Andrew.Paluska@chsinc.com
one knows when this
will change but even if the tariffs are dropped it will be too late
for this harvest. The question is, when will China have to come
to the U.S. to buy beans? Even if they
do come back we have missed our
peak harvest time and our export
sales will have already suffered. This
could force our bean stocks to record
levels and I am afraid pressure basis
for months to come. If you have
beans that need to be moved, be
sure to keep an eye on the basis and
Currently, there is not a bid to sell
be ready to act even if we are not
a train to be delivered out
close to basis levels we are accuswest. This has forced all of the
tomed too. If you need cash this fall
north beans to come to the St.
but don’t want to get completely out of the market ask us about
Louis River Market. This has forced St. Louis bean basis to historia minimum price contract.
Bean yields have been very good with some reporting record high
yields. Corn yields have been mixed reports. Some in our area
have reported record yields while others have a strong corn crop
but no record. It depends on where the rain fell this summer.
Space will be at a premium this
fall with the poor bean basis due
to the tariffs. Typically, a lot of
beans in the northern grain belt
would be railed out to the west
coast, from there they would be
put on a boat and shipped to China.
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OPEN AND STORING SOYBEANS
At CHS, our first priority is to help farmer-owners and customers grow. This means
providing quality products, the latest innovation, first-class customer service, and
meeting the operational needs of our customers. We are proud to announce that we
have again leased the grain facility in Greenfield this fall to provide a soybean market
for local farmers. Harvest hours of operation can be found at chsshipman.com Or for
storage information, to sell grain, request a grain check, or to ask any harvest questions, call CHS Grain Merchandiser Christy Ford at 217-942-6991.

Location Updates Continued
Carrollton Location
Greenfield was good to us last year and we are thankful for another successful and safe harvest. No two falls are ever alike. We
have seen record breaking deliveries per day at Carrollton. Harvest
was definitely early and we are very thankful we missed large
amounts of rain and heavy winds that tropical storm Gordon
brought to many parts of the corn belt a few weeks ago. Yields are
scattered, some farmers pleasantly surprised and some slightly
disappointed compared to the yield checks performed in August.
The quality of the corn brought into the elevator is outstanding. We have had very little damage or FM. As the final fields are
going through the combine we are astonished at our yields! Soybean quality has also been excellent as they roll over our scales.
It is important to let us know when you are done harvesting so we
can get your delivery sheets to you. While looking at your delivery

sheets and checking them for accuracy don’t forget about the Market Facilitation Program (MFP) at the FSA office. Sign up at the FSA
office beginning September 4th! If you shipped wheat top us, you
could possibly qualify for a payment now. Please call ahead for a
check, that way we will be sure to have it ready for pick up when
you arrive.
- Grain Merchandiser, Christy Ford
Fall fertilizer season is in full swing in Greene County. If you’re
ready to start plowing call your CHS Agronomy Specialist so those
orders can be placed. Our team has been working very hard running all equipment through the shop to make sure of a successful
fall season. All of us at Carrollton are geared up and ready to make
this fall safe and successful!
-Location Manager, Bryan McMurtrie

Shipman Location
Corn harvest is near 90% complete and beans at 70% complete. We have taken in 876,000 bushels corn and 232,000 bushels of beans. Wet
weather has slowed harvest for early October with more rain in forecast. We have trucks hauling grain out of low lying areas with talk of
possible flooding along the rivers. We have applied 7,100 acres of fertilizer and 1,300 ton of lime and are current on orders. Wheat sowing is
underway. Currently we have delivered 5,000 units of wheat.
In September we received our first loads of new corn in the elevator with
moistures running 16-17%. Tony, Mike and Steve installed a new fertilizer
blender in town at Shipman and are ready for fall fertilizer application. Currently, we have unloaded 14 fertilizer barges throughout our locations with
several more to come in the next few weeks. John, Zach and Tim have put
floater tires on two sprayers and are ready for fall spraying. Mike, Reb and
Larry have been busy in the shop doing maintenance on our Terra-Gators preparing for fall. Cliff and Jeff have been working on ammonia tanks and
toolbars getting ready for fall application.
-Operations Manager, Dean Allen
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Taking Stock in Your Stalks
By: Andy Robinson, Mycogen Seeds Commercial Agronomist
This fall, our Agronomy and Breeding teams
have been out walking research trials, grower fields and local plots. One frequent item
that we continue to observe is the decline
of stalk integrity. While starting harvest
with the earliest maturity may seem like the
best approach, prior to starting harvest be
sure to check stalk integrity of your fields
and begin harvesting the fields with the
lowest stalk integrity first.
Nitrogen stress is one of the biggest indicators of low stalk integrity. Nitrogen is needed at the highest amounts in the plant following pollination. Nitrogen is a mobile nutrient, and therefore
during grain fill if the plant does not have enough nitrogen coming through the roots it will begin to take the nitrogen from the
plant itself. Early wet conditions can also cause lack of nitrogen
because of either loss of nitrogen through the soil or lack of root
development. Early wet conditions can also be notorious for
causing disease in the roots that can lead to infection points for
pathogens that cause stalk rots. In direct contrast to this, acres
that underwent drought stress can also have stalk rots and are
many times the first fields that a farmer has to be ready to harvest. This is especially true in areas this year where conditions in
April through June were overall ideal and the plant was set to put
on a large number of kernels around and kernels long. Then
around pollination, some areas turned out dry. When there is no

Contact Andy
(317) 431-9727
aerobinson@dow.com
moisture in the soil the plant cannot pull the nitrogen from the
soil, and such all of the nutrients to fill the ear must come from
within the plant.
Foliar disease is another culprit of stalk rots for similar reasons as
mentioned above. Foliar diseases like Northern Corn Leaf Blight
and Grey Leaf Spot rob the plant of the natural photosynthetic
factory. Like mentioned above, when the plant is not able to
make nitrogen to have available as starch during grain fill, the
plant must get the nitrogen from somewhere and therefore it
comes from the stalk.
Fungicide applications can help maintain stalk integrity. Fungicides can help maintain healthy plant tissue and thus continue to
produce the nitrogen necessary for grain fill. When the plant has
enough nitrogen produced through photosynthesis it does not
have to take it from within the plant. Fungicides in both seed
treatments, as well as early applications, can help protect the
plant from early infections that can lead to stalk rots later in the
year. The spores for stalk rots overwinter in debris and are likely
already in your field, it is just whether or not the conditions are
right get the infection. For this reason, many times stalk rots
occur first in problem areas of corn on corn acres. Also consider
choosing a hybrid that has good agronomics for stalks and late
season standability.

Considering Our Surroundings
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By: CHS Agronomy Manager, Regan Wear

Contact Regan

As we look back on this year’s soybean weed control
programs we see that straight Roundup Ready® beans
and non-GMO beans have given up on waterhemp
weed control. As we go forward with current traits and
ones that are not yet approved, we need to think
through all of our options including what technologies
neighbors are planting. A little planning and synching
these traits with neighboring fields can do wonders in
keeping fields clean and everyone happy.

(618) 729-9009

As we wait to see if the upgraded Dicamba® products
will be re-labeled as they are, cancelled, or the label
adjusted. Once this information is released we need to
start planning, beginning with your seed purchases. I

Regan.Wear@chsinc.com
really feel this year was better in our area
because of training and communication
between neighbors. As we at CHS hear
from the USDA we will keep you updated
on any changes.
Fall prices for fertilizer are out with prepay and deferred programs to meet your
specific needs. Please talk with your CHS
agronomy specialist to get all of the details on these programs.

Using the Power in Your Data
By: CHS YieldPoint Specialist, Joe Huebener
What do you do with the harvest data you’ve collected this fall?
Your CHS YieldPoint Specialist can turn your data into fertilizer prescriptions for your field to replace the nutrients your crop took off,
where they were taken off. You can also pair your yield data with
soil test data to help account for the nutrients you already have in
your soil. Using the current crop years yield data is just one way to
create variable rate fertilizer prescriptions. Another way is using
multiple years of yield data to compile an average for different
areas of the field. For example, using two or three years of corn
yield data to fertilize for the 2019 corn crop on that field, same
goes for soybeans. This allows us to have variable rate prescriptions made in advance. Both ways allow us to effectively redistribute fertilizer in the proper areas of the field. Ultimately, the more
data collected and used allows us to make better decisions by accounting for environmental oddities that can tend to skew the data. To find out how this would look on your farm, contact myself or
your local CHS YieldPoint Specialist.

Above, is a VRF prescription created using multiple years’ worth of
yield data compiled with soil test data.

Soil Sampling

Contact Joe

Treatment Analysis

(618) 729-9009

Joe.Huebener@chsinc.com
Do you have fields that
you have planted multiple varieties? Or maybe some fields that
you put fungicide on? The treatment analysis tool is something
that can help show the difference in yield based off different management decisions you made. Sometimes on a yield monitor it may
be hard to see the difference because the colors are the same.
Using the CHS YieldPoint treatment analysis tool, you can see what

the yield was in each part of the field. Let’s say everything was
done the same on a field but you have that reoccurring “red spot”
in the field. The treatment analysis tool can show you what the
difference in yield is in that area compared to the area around it.
This is a tool that is very beneficial when you want to see how
management decisions paid off and can assist in preparing for the
coming crop year.

When was the last time your fields have been soil sampled? Has it
been longer than four years? If so, it may be time to resample your
fields. Soil sampling gives us an idea of what the nutrient levels are
in your field and is the first step in identifying the 4R’s (putting the
right product, in the right place, at the right rate and at the right
time). Over the years of straight application, it’s possible that you
are under applying in some areas of the field and over applying in
others. Soil sampling can help identify these areas and can also be
a solution to those areas using variable rate technology. To learn
more about soil sampling and the benefits it provides, contact your
local CHS Agronomy Specialist or CHS YieldPoint Specialist.
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Steering You to Valuable Harvest Data
Contact Steve

By: CHS Precision Specialist, Steve Scott

(618) 535-4300

Corn Row/GPS Steering
GPS and row guidance can be added to any color combine new or
old. The Ag Leader Steercommand or Ontrac 3 system, steering can
be added to any combine “steer ready” or not. The Reichhardt system can be used along with header sensors for rows or GPS for
swath steering. Reichhardt is ISO ready so can be used with most
your AgLeader displays or competitor branded displays. These systems can be used on non-steer ready or factory steer ready combines.

Steve.Scott@chsinc.com
can easily be shared across displays and devices. The new live stats
feature became available on August 30 with the latest software release for InCommand displays using DisplayCast and AgFiniti connected devices.

Live Stats Across Displays and Devices

If you have any questions, please feel free to give one of us a call.
Last year, AgFiniti pushed display-to-display communication to an
unprecedented level of ease and availability with the DisplayCast
feature for InCommand displays. This fall, customers can share even
more information in real-time across displays and other connected
devices like tablets and cell phones. Live stats including yield, moisture, rate, population, speed, location, container level and more,

Steve Scott 618-535-4300
Scott Paul 618-780-4584
Collin Weigel 217-204-2426

New Propane Contract— “CHS Secure Advantage Plan”
CHS now offers propane users the chance to take advantage of market lows with the CHS Secure Advantage Plan.
If our price drops so does the customers! This new contracting option allows customers to lock-in a maximum
price to heat their home or power their farm.


No delivery fees



No Hazmat fees



24 hour emergency call service



Auto fill delivery option

Customers are able to guarantee their rate now to secure both coverage and rate protection. The CHS Secure
Advantage Plan protects the customer from unpredictable market increases.
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CHS Owners Meet with Members of Congress
Eight new leaders participated in the Political Advocacy with CHS Government Affairs
program, an extension of the CHS New
Leaders program aimed at learning skills
critical for engaging effectively and making
a powerful impact on issues relevant to CHS
and its owners. “In today’s political environment, it is vitally important that farmers
and ranchers sit down with lawmakers faceto-face to explain how decisions in Washington have real impacts on farm families
In late June, members of the CHS Board of Directors and New
and rural communities,” said John Engelen, vice president of
Leaders program traveled to Washington, D.C. to connect with CHS Government Affairs. “The voices of CHS owners are incredmembers of Congress and administration officials about issues ibly powerful and respected on Capitol Hill. These meetings are
that impact our farmer-owners’ businesses and the cooperative another way CHS helps ensure that that our ideas and concerns
system. As part of the National Council of Farmer Cooperatives reach those who shape legislation and regulations.”
Washington Conference, CHS farmer-owners joined CHS Presi- The board members and new leaders discussed extending the
dent and CEO Jay Debertin to meet with elected officials from
alternative fuel mixture excise tax credit, passing a Farm Bill
Montana, Nebraska, Washington, South Dakota, North Dakota, with a strong safety net and maintaining key export markets
Kansas and Minnesota.
and trading relationships.
Source: CHS Inc.

Enhancing Your Performance
By: CHS Energy Manager, DeWyane Obrien

Contact DeWyane
(217) 368-2458

Your CHS Energy Department has been running full steam
ahead as fall is here! That means busy season for both refined
fuels and propane. With tractors and combines in the fields and
trucks hauling, our refined fuel drivers are working hard to get
fuel delivered and doing an excellent job meeting demand. The
fuel department continues to contract fuel for fall. If you have
not taken advantage of the current fuel prices or wish to contract fuel, please contact the CHS Energy Department. In addition to fuel, we have been delivering Cenex® lubricants to
farmers for harvest. Don’t forget Cenex® lubricants are available in both bulk deliveries and as packaged. Be sure to contact
the energy office in Greenfield at 217-368-2458 to place orders
for fuel, propane and your lubricant needs.

They are doing a great
DeWayne.Obrien@chsinc.com
job getting product
out to dryer customers while still servicing our residential customers. Winter is right around the corner and colder temperatures means our home heat business will kick off. Please remember it is not too late to lock in some winter gallons.

Your CHS Energy Department has shown a lot of positive
growth and the future is bright as we continue to grow. Our
drivers; Donnie, Kevin, Rob, Ryan and Aaron, are doing an
amazing job meeting customer requests and exceeding expectations. As always, safety is a top priority not only for us but for
our customers. Thank you for your business and for the opportunity to help your farming operation to be successful. We look
With crops coming out of the fields, farmers have fired up their forward to servicing all your energy needs.
dryers. This has our propane drivers delivering right and left.
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Thank you for attending this year’s CHS Family Fun Day!
We hope you had as much fun as we did.
Save the date for next year…
CHS Family Fun Day Saturday, August 17th 2019
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Community Involvement
For ten years, we have seen the positive impact farmers have had in rural
areas, by enrolling for a chance to help a nonprofit through America’s Farmers Grow Communities, sponsored by the Monsanto Fund. Since 2010 Grow
Communities has awarded more than $29 Million to over 8,000 organizations – from local food banks, to community centers, to fire and EMS workers. Enroll today and continue Rooting for Rural. Submit the form found at
www.americasfarmers.com/grow-communities or stop by the CHS office in
Shipman to pick up an enrollment card for your chance to win a $2,500 donation to direct to an eligible nonprofit of your choice.

New Faces at CHS

Meet Ashton Ragsdale!
Ashton recently joined the CHS grain team
as a Grain Originator. She’s a Jerseyville
native and newly graduated from Southern
Illinois University Carbondale where she
earned a Bachelor’s Degree in Agribusiness
Economics. She is also a member of the
collegiate Jersey County Farm Bureau. Ashton enjoys golfing and hiking.
“ I am looking forward to building strong
relationships with local producers.”

Meet Jerry Winter!
Jerry has joined the CHS Pocahontas location’s team as a
mechanic. Jerry lives in the Grantfork area with his wife
Tina and four children. Jerry enjoys traveling with his kids
who race quarter midgets, hunting, fishing, and running
the family farm.
"I am excited to continue to work in the community and
serve our customers and neighbors.”
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CHS
3620 Route 16
Shipman, IL 62685
chsshipman.com

Whether you’re running
Cenex Roadmaster XL® on
the highway or Cenex® Ruby
Fieldmaster® in the field,
you’re benefiting from more
than 50 years of Cenex experience as an industry leader
in premium diesel fuels.
Cenex leads the industry in
premium diesel fuel, with a
proprietary blend that maximizes performance and fuel
efficiency, reduces downtime
and maintenance costs, extends injector and injector
pump life, and provides
quicker, smoother starts.
© 2017 CHS Inc.

